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“in the best of all worlds”

We know that iran has built one of the world’s most 
important modern and contemporary art collections. 
We are now honored to announce our new exhibition 
“in the best of all worlds”.  The preview will take place .

a list of museums quality/leading artists: Sohrab Sepehri, 
Bahman Mohassess, Parviz Tanavoli, Leyly Matine-daftari, 
reza derakhshani, ali akbar Sadeghi, aydin aghdashloo, 
Golnaz Fathi, Kambiz Sabri, hamed rashtian. Together 
they show the diversity and vitality of the artistic talent 
in iran with some of them being among the most sought 
after. 

The exhibition includes works that have never yet been 
presented. The title of the exhibition is inspired from 
Voltaire’s quote in Candide, where he says the world 
is marvellous, ideal, a form of utopia. The show brings 
together two generations of artists who recognize that 
their art can only become universal if it is anchored in 
their own roots, their own history and the ancient culture 
of their country.  This is also the mission of our gallery. 
France and iran have a longstanding relationship based 
on cultural exchange.  The objective of this fascinating 
exhibition is to show another facet of iran, one that is 
different from all the clichés.

Hessam Khalatbari & Yassi Metghalchi

« dans le meilleur des mondes »

Nous savons aujourd’hui que l’Iran a constitué l’une des 
plus belles collections d’art moderne et contemporain dans 
le monde. C’est pour cela que nous avons l’honneur de 
vous annoncer notre nouvelle exposition “In the best of all 
worlds” / « Dans le meilleur des mondes », dont le vernissage 
aura lieu le jeudi 13 juillet 2017 à 18h.

Une liste d’artistes musées qui donne le vertige : Sohrab 
Sepehri, Bahman Mohassess, Parviz Tanavoli, Leyly Matine-
Daftary, Reza Derakhshani, Ali Akbar Sadeghi, Aydin 
Aghdashloo, Golnaz Fathi, Kambiz Sabri, Hamed Rashtian. 
Chacun d’entre eux témoigne de la diversité et de la vitalité 
des artistes d’Iran, dont certains sont parmi les plus cotés. 

Cette exposition présente des œuvres inédites, pour 
certaines jamais exposées. Le titre de cette exposition 
s’inspire de la citation de Voltaire dans Candide qui voit le 
monde comme merveilleux, comme un monde idéal, une 
utopie.  Deux générations d’artistes qui savent que pour 
que leur art devienne universel, elles doivent d’abord se 
nourrir de leurs racines, leur histoire et la culture ancienne 
de leur pays, ce qui rejoint le rôle de notre galerie. En effet, 
la France et l’Iran ont un long passé d’échanges culturels, 
le but de cette exposition passionnante étant de révéler 
une autre image de l’Iran, différente des clichés.

Hessam Khalatbari & Yassi Metghalchi

 منايشگاه منونه هايى از هرن مدرن و معارص ايران در گالرى نيكوال فالمل منتخبى است از آثارى قابل توجه و دلپذير كه در همني ابعاد مخترصش هم ميتواند

.چشم انداز درستى از كار هرنمندان معترب شصت سال گذشتًه ايران را به منايش بگذارد

 در ميان اين منونه ها ، بايد از آثار درخشان هرنمندان مدرنيست ايران در دهه هاى گذشته، كساىن از نسل قدميى چون سهراب  سپهرى و بهمن محصص و

 پرويز تناوىل و ليىل متني دفرتى و عىل اكرب صادقى، و هرنمندان مطرح نسل بعدى مانند گلناز فتحى و كامبيز صربى و رضا درخشاىن و حامد رشتيان ، ياد كرد

 كه همه با وقت و سليقه براى اين منايشگاه انتخاب شده اند و ميتوانند تصويرى باشنداز آنچه كه در چندين دهه، در حيطًه هرنهاى تجسمى ايران رخ داده

 است، دوراىن كه حاصل چالش ميان سنت و مدرنيته بوده و هرنمندان خالق و آگاه ايراىن، پاسخى مناسب براى آن يافته و عرضه كرده اند كه طيف وسيعى

.از آخرين دستاوردهاى هرن قرن بيستم جهان و نيز مكتبهايى مانند سقا خانه و نقاىش خط را در بر ميگريد كه از هر يك ، منونه اى در اين منايشگاه هست

 بايد دوره ها و آثار تك تك هرنمنداًن صاحب جايگاه ايران را به بهانه هاى مختلف در خارج و داخل ايران ، در معرض عرضه و منايش گذاشت تا پيوسته

 ياد آورى شود كه هرنمندان هرنهاى  تجسمى ما چه راه طوالين و پيچاه پيچ و دشوارى را پيموده اند و هنوز هم همچنان در جستجوى موقعيت و مرتبت

.خود در هرن جهاىن را از ياد نربده اند و ادامه مى دهند

آيدين  اغداشلو                                

INTRO-
DUCTION

PRE-
FACE

aydin aghdashloo
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ALI AKBAR
SADEGHI

ali akbar Sadeghi born in Tehran (1937) a graduate of College of art, 
University of Tehran, has been artistically active in the past 60 years. 
as a child, Sadeghi reminisces that he would be lost in the chants of 
narrators that gave account of Shahnameh stories and bravery of other 
heroes. The lyrical, heroic world of legends is an indispensable part of 
Sadeghi’s worldview, a world whose figurative representations sometimes 
appear in old miniature paintings or more popular forms of art.

in his evocative paintings, ali akbar Sadeghi draws on the rich 
traditions of Persian art but adds to them a surreal edge that involves 
dizzying spatial manipulations and startling combinations of real 
and fantastical objects, producing kaleidoscopes of colour and 
form. a master story-teller, the varied Persian sources of Sadeghi’s 
tales range from historical Persian iconography swords, horses, 
gardens and warriors, to the compositions of archetypal iranian 
miniatures and portraits, particularly those of the Qajar dynasty.

Sadeghi’s inspiration from the cultural heritage of iran is not just aesthetic; 
the presence of Persian sagas and legends, epic poems and philosophies, 
and even the teachings of Gnosticism loom large in his work.his productions 
have undeniable links to the automatic art of dada &surrealism. Sadeghi 
rearranges subjects of his interest in a variety of media, including painting, 
graphic design, illustration and animation. From this perspective, he is 
considered a museum of iran’s visual arts of the last five decades.

he is among the first individuals involved in the Centre for the intellectual 
development of Children and the young adults, and was among the 
founders of the Film animation department. in 1991, Sadeghi was honoured 
for his outstanding achievements in filmmaking and book illustration, 
and his participation in more than 50 festivals of films and books.

      ali aKbar SaDegHi
SaTan no.3 - SaTan & SoUL SerieS, 2017
Acrylic on Canvas, 150 x 100 cm

Ali Akbar Sadeghi paints once more 
another dazzling series entitled “Satan 
& Soul”. The works began to create in 
early 2017 which portraits an evil figures 
in Persian mythology and ancient 
folklore within the context of self-
destructing metaphor. The evil appears 
one way another as artist self-portrait 
in a form angel or a warrier, tries to 
eradicate inner peace but yet remains 
in love and oppressed.

juxtaposition in duality perhaps is the 
message expressed in “Satan NO3” 
not only as the artist today’s concern 
but also as what happening in today’s 
global politics. Thick assimilation in 
colour is the technique Sadeghi used for 
the first time to amplify the subject and 
its composition.
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as a world-renowned painter, critic and theorist, aydin aghdashloo has 
been at the forefront of iranian Contemporary art for over fifty years. 
While predominantly self-taught, he considers himself indebted to the 
traditions of the european renaissance as well as islamic art. Though 
history has plagued both cultures with religious and imperial conflicts, 
the desire to understand, critique and highlight the commonalities 
that they share, lies at the heart of aghadashloo’s inspiration. 

The compositions and signature style of Sandro Botticelli provided an 
invaluable foundation for his most notable series, entitled Memories of 
destruction. in its early stages, this particular collection of work forced 
aghdashloo to create and ultimately destroy a european masterpiece. 
in a technical sense, this can be seen as homage to his passion for 
illumination, calligraphy, miniature painting, and the reconstruction and/
or restoration of masterworks. it is also an analysis of the displacement of 
cultural values and the annihilation of beauty and identity in the face of 
conflict. as the series progressed into the late 1970s, Persian miniatures as 
well as images referencing various islamic dignitaries began to outweigh 
Botticelli’s figures, but were nevertheless painted to the same caliber of 
aghadashloo’s earlier work. it is within this context that he was able to 
unite his iranian roots with his appreciation for european traditions.

 Stretching beyond the boundaries of his studio, aghdashloo is an expert 
in iranian Pre-islamic and islamic art and artifacts. he has also been an 
active consultant and adviser for many prominent global auction houses, 
including Christie’s and Sotheby’s in London. after studying at the University 
of Tehran, he has become a lecturer of art and art history all throughout 
iran, most notably in Tehran, Kerman, Mashhad and Shiraz. he has also 
published eight books, the most prominent of which being his collections 
of essays and writings on iranian Culture and art history, summarized in 
of Joys and Yearnings (Selected essays and dialogues: 1974-1991) and 
Years of Fire and Snow (Selected essays and dialogues: 1991-1999).

AYDIN
AGHDASHLOO

      aYDiN agHDaSHlOO
noBiLiTY aT SUnSeT , 2017
Gouache on board, 58.5 x 77.5 cm
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Parviz Tanavoli is one of the most influential and pioneering artists 
of the Middle east. he was born in 1937 and lives and works 
between iran and Canada. Tanavoli is a founder member of the 
Saqqakhaneh School (a school of art that derives inspiration from 
iranian folk art and culture), described as a ‘spiritual Pop art’ and is 
now considered the inspiration for progressive modern iranian art.

Upon graduating from the Brera academy of Milan in 1959, 
Tanavoli taught sculpture for three years at the Minneapolis 
College of art and design. he then returned to iran and 
assumed the directorship of the sculpture department at 
the University of Tehran, a position he held for 18 years.

his latest solo exhibitions were a retrospective held in 2003 at the 
Tehran Museum of Contemporary art and at the davis Museum in 
the Wellesley College, USa in 2015. Prior to that he had held solo 
and group exhibitions internationally. his work has been displayed 
at the British Museum, the Grey art Gallery, new York University, 
the isfahan City Center, nelson rockefeller Collection, new York, 
olympic Park, Seoul, South Korea, the royal Museum of Jordan, the 
Museum of Modern art, Vienna, Museum of Modern art, Walker art 
Center, Minneapolis and Shiraz University, iran, Tate Modern UK.

his key work is the calligraphic figure of heech 
(nothingness), a recurring theme in his sculptural repertory 
which contains reference to the human figure. 

PARVIZ
TANAVOLI

      ParViZ taNaVOli
heeCh in CaGe, 2005
Bronze, 35 x 15 x 15 cm, Edition 3/5
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a significant figure in the artistic history of the Middle east, Leyly 
Matine-daftary was amongst the few artists who changed the 
historically stolid dictates of traditionalism prevalent in the region. 
in addition to establishing a personal style of modernism, she 
helped promulgate the movement, now so firmly evident in 
iran and in the arab world, which produced a great number of 
exceptional and internationally renowned female artists. 

Leyly Matine-daftary was born in Tehran, iran in 1937. her father, 
ahmad Matine-daftary, was Prime Minister of iran. after completing 
her elementary education in Tehran, she attended Cheltenham 
Ladies College and continued her education at the Slade School 
of Fine arts in London, from which she received a degree in Fine 
arts. She returned to Tehran in the late 1950s and began a career 
as a professional artist and also as an educator, becoming a 
lecturer on sculpture and sculpting at the Fine arts Faculty of 
Tehran University. in 1961 she married Kaveh Farman-Farmaian 
with whom she had two children, Kamran and Mansureh.

Matine-daftary was at the forefront of the arts in the Middle east, 
with great involvement in the Tehran Biennials - the genesis of 
the current direction of contemporary arts in the region - and 
in the Shiraz arts Festival, for which Matine-daftary created 
the public aesthetic through her iconic design of posters, 
costumes and various attendant identifying material.

Leyly Matine-daftary passed away in Paris in 2007.

her legacy of modernism and minimalism will continue to be 
one of the most significant influences in the development 
of the contemporary arts in the Middle east.

LEYLY
MATINE-DAFTARY

      leYlY MatiNe-DaFtarY
UnTiTLed, 1966
Oil on canvas, 60 x 80 cm
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Painter, musician and performance artist reza derakshani was born 
in Sangsar, in the northeast of iran. he grew up in a great black tent 
on the top of a mountain, among horses and fields of blue and yellow 
wild flowers. reza moved from the study of constellations of light 
made by moonlight shining through tiny holes in the tent to the study 
of mathematics in high school, and visual arts in Tehran and the U.S. 

The long and circuitous road of derakshani’s artistic and geographic 
migration eventually found him in new York City, where he 
made a home and worked for sixteen years. he later moved 
to italy, eventually returning to Tehran for seven years before 
leaving his troubled homeland once again in 2010. derakshani 
currently lives and works between austin and dubai.

reza derakshani’s first solo show at the age of nineteen was held at 
the renowned Ghandriz art Gallery in Tehran. Following this auspicious 
debut, he participated in many group and solo exhibit. his work has 
been widely exhibited and collected internationally. derakshani’s 
passion for beauty and his nuanced perception of the light and dark of 
the world has found expression in many different forms.  Yet it is within 
contemporary painting that he has experienced true liberation and 
fulfillment as an artist.  The challenging techniques, innovation and 
mental stimulation inherent to contemporary art have led him to create a 
meditative solitude that results in pure freedom of self-expression. reza’s 
work, known for its diversity and originality, has gained recognition for its 
fearless exploration of form and style, and the skill and vision necessary 
to merge an unbending tradition with a wild contemporary spirit.

REZA
DERAKHSHANI

      reZa DeraKHSHaNi
TiTaniC 79 PinK, 2014-2016
Oil on canvas, 122 x 122 cm
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“Kambiz Sabri was born in 1967 in iran. he has a Ba in sculpture and 
an Ma in graphic design. he is teaching at a number of art faculties in 
Tehran, namely at Tehran University. 

Kambiz has held various solo exhibitions and participated in many 
group exhibitions in contemporary art museums and galleries. he 
has won prizes from the 3rd Sculpture Biennial and the 2nd Sculpture 
Symposium of iran. he is also a winner of the emirates airlines Skywards 
Future artists competition 2011. 

international activities include being the coordinator for the iran 
pavilion in the 51st Venice Biennial and participation in Toyomora 
Sculpture biennial 2007 in Japan, art dubai 2011, art Paris 2011, 
Bangladesh biennial 2012 and art 13 London. he also has been judge 
3 times in Persbook competition. at the first of 2016 one of his outdoor 
sculpture will install in front of nPM (national Palace Museum), the 
museum of asian art and culture in Taiwan.“

KAmBIZ
SAbRI

      KaMbiZ Sabri
reGiSTeraTion oF a BirTh , 2017
Galvanized metal, 45 x 35 x 35 cm, Edition 1/3

We enter a cylindrical and metallic 
universe, torn by the transit and power 
of an incisive event which explodes 
the uniform structure of the cylinder. 
This metallic structure is torn circularly 
in its centre and metallic spheres that 
were incarcerated inside its womb 
are released. The birth of material is 
dramatized, echoing the primal nucleus 
of universe. This birth is a gap, an 
opening in a tightened social fabric, a 
hope, a laceration in the opposing night 
of the social universe. In some works, 
sculpture is the representation of the 
impact and fall of several forces and 
alternatives.

Nous entrons dans un univers cylindrique 
et métallique, déchiré par le passage 
et la force d’un phénomène tranchant 
qui fait éclater la structure uniforme du 
cylindre. Cette structure métallique est 
déchirée circulairement en son centre 
et libère des sphères métalliques qui 
étaient prisonnières des entrailles de 
la structure. C’est la théâtralisation 
de la naissance de la matière, la 
forme sphérique rappelant les noyaux 
primaires de l’univers. Cette naissance 
est une béance, une ouverture dans 
le tissu social resserré, une espérance, 
une déchirure dans la nuit adverse de 
l’univers social. Dans certaines œuvres, 
la sculpture est la représentation de 
l’impact et de la chute de plusieurs 
forces et alternatives.
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he was a notable iranian poet and a painter.
he was born in Kashan, iran. he is considered to be one of the five most famous iranian 
poets who have practiced modern poetry. other practitioners of this form were 
nima Youshij, ahmad Shamlou, Mehdi akhavan-Sales, and Forough Farrokhzad.
Sepehri’s most famous piece, The sound of the water’s footsteps 
(1965), is an autobiographical narrative verse that many critics 
consider a masterpiece of contemporary Persian poetry.

Well-versed in Buddhism, mysticism and Western traditions, he mingled the Western 
concepts with eastern ones, thereby creating a kind of poetry unsurpassed in the history of 
Persian literature. To him, new forms were new means to express his thoughts and feelings.
his poetry is full of humanity and concern for human values. 
he loved nature and refers to it frequently.

Sepehri was also one of iran’s foremost modernist painters.
The elements in Sepehri’s work demonstrate the marked influence of Japanese prototypes. 
Sohrab Sepheri travelled to Tokyo in 1960 and was deeply impressed by Japanese haikus, 
becoming the main translator for these into Persian. equally his painting was affected by his 
exposure to the work Japanese Zen masters, including Sesshu Toyo and hakuin ekaku. Since 
that time his landscapes and still lifes became minimal, meditative and often abstracted.
1965 was an important year in Sohrab Sepehri’s career as it marked the beginning of 
his decade-long work on his famous tree-trunk painting series. This series and this work 
in particular appear as the final point of a long and laborious experimentation in art. 
The viewer is absorbed by the minimality of the lyricism of the painting, yet its 
details, its nuances and its depth engender a unique emotion in us as if they 
enabled us to reach somewhere beyond superficial reality. Through the work, 
one is taken away by nature, touched by the romantic and spiritual rendition 
of painting. The artist has reflected a state of self-meditation and of timeless 
abstraction through the contemplation of the subtle beauties of nature.

Sohrab Sepehri passed away in 1980, but his influence on a generation of artists 
after him is irrefutable, both in poetry and in visual arts. The simplicity and the state 
of meditation revealed by his austere images of trees have influenced a generation 
of iranian artists, the most renowned of which would be abbas Kiarostami.

SOHRAb
SEpEHRI 

      SOHrab SePeHri
UnTiTLed, earLY 70’S
Oil on canvas, 100 x 150 cm
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Bahman Mohassess was born in 1931 in rasht, iran. 
Compared by some as the «Persian Picasso», he was an 
iranian painter, sculptor, translator, and theatre director. 

as a young painter, Mohassess was apprenticed to Seyyed Mohammed 
habib Mohammedi. in the 1950s he enrolled in the Fine art academy 
in Tehran but did not attend classes. Following the fall of Mosaddegh 
in 1953, he left for italy, attending the Fine art academy in rome. 
he spent four years in Tehran between 1964 and 1968, before finally 
returning to rome. his oeuvre comprises paintings, sculptures and 
collages. he was also a celebrated translator of literary works. Many of 
his public works in iran were destroyed during the islamic revolution, 
with the artist subsequently destroying all his remaining works in iran. 

Bahman Mohassess passed away in 2010 in rome.

bAHMAN
MOHASSESS

      baHMaN MOHaSSeSS
riSVeGLio di PriMaVera « L’éVeiL dU PrinTeMPS », 1973
Bronze, 18 x 9 x 4,5 cm

      baHMaN MOHaSSeSS
BaGnanTe « La BaiGneUSe », 1973 
Bronze, 14,5 x 19 x 11 cm 
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a trained calligrapher, Fathi has the ability to skillfully transform known 
language into form and composition. having discovered calligraphy while 
studying graphic design at Tehran’s azad University, she later left to train at 
the Calligraphy association of iran for six years. as a result Fathi was the first 
woman to win an award for Ketabat, a distinct genre of calligraphy. She 
soon tired of the discipline’s rules and regulations and thus created a new 
form of expression in her paintings: an imaginary language deeply rooted 
in Persian tradition while simultaneously hinting at a social renaissance. her 
paintings carry traces of meaning that have no known coded alphabet. The 
strength of her work stems from the drive to express emotions that cannot 
be pinned down into words; Fathi’s works succeed where language fails.

She has been the subject of solo shows in new York, Shanghai, London, 
Beirut, hong Kong, Singapore, Paris and dubai amongst others. Some of 
these include,Contemplations, Sundaram Tagore Gallery, Singapore(2016) 
khat-Line, The Third Line, dubai, Uae (2016), dance Me to the end of night, 
october Gallery, London (2014); Marked: Contemporary Takes on Mark-
Making, Sundaram Tagore Gallery, new York and hong Kong (2014); The 
Living road, Pearl Lam Gallery, Shanghai, China (2013). Fathi has been 
exhibited nearly 80 of worldwide group shows, including ‘all happens 
after sunset”, MoCa art pavilion shanghai 2017, Frontier reimagined, 
Museo di Grimani,Venice biennale 2015, Writing non writing, Museum 
of Contemporary art,Caa hangzhou,China 2015, The other half of 
iran, islamic arts Museum, Malaysia (2013); World Stories: Young Voices, 
Brighton Museum, UK (2012); The art of Writing, art Forum of Wiesbaden, 
Germany (2011); iran inside out, Chelsea Museum, new York (2009) and 
participated in the international Woman artists’ Biennial, South Korea 
(2009). She was also part of Word into art exhibition at the British Museum 
(2006). Fathi received the Young Global Leader award in 2011.

her works are housed in the collections of the Metropolitan Museum, 
new York; asian Civilization’s Museum, Singapore; Brighton & hove 
Museum, england; The British Museum, London; Carnegie Mellon 
University, doha, Qatar; Museum of islamic art, Malaysia; devi art 
Foundation, new delhi, india and The Farjam Foundation dubai.

GOLNAZ 
FATHI

      gOlNaZ FatHi
UnTiTLed, 2014
Pen and acrylic on canvas, 146 x 128 x 5 cm
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      gOlNaZ FatHi
UnTiTLed, 2017
Acrylic on canvas, 142 x 170 cm
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hamed was born in 1984 in Tehran, he is a student of pure mathematics 
at Beheshti University, when he became familiar with sculpting. he 
enrolled in sculpting classes of “Kargahhonar” institute. That is where 
he realized,he was talented in sculpting. at the time, having studied 
at Beheshti University for 5 semesters, he felt like he had drifted away 
from what he was actually studying in university. Soon he dropped 
out and started taking independent courses at Maahe Mehr private 
art school in sculpting, history of contemporary art, philosophy of art, 
art history of iran, all taught by elite scholars of the field. after that he 
spent two years working as ParvizTanavoli’s assistant. along with other 
students of Tanavoli’s class, they formed the group Ma’koos. With 
their first group exhibition, his professional artistic career started. 

HAMED
RASHTIAN

      HaMeD raSHtiaN
GreY Lion FroM SinGLe Lion SerieS, 2017
Bronze, 45 x 36 x 11 cm, Edition 2/4
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